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Abstract Instability of a viscous, incompressible ferroﬂuid ﬂow in an annular space between two coaxially rotating cylinders in the presence of axial magnetic ﬁeld has been investigated numerically. The magnetic ﬁeld perturbations in ﬂuid in the gap between the cylinders have been taken into consideration and these have been observed to stabilize the Couette ﬂow. r 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. PACS: 47.65.+a; 47.20.Gv; 47.32.y Keywords: Ferroﬂuid; Couette ﬂow; Rotating cylinders



1. Introduction The Taylor–Couette ﬂow is the ﬂow of a viscous, incompressible ﬂuid in an annular space between two coaxial cylinders rotating about the common axis. When cylinders rotate slowly with some angular velocities, the ﬂuid particles describe circles with a speed, which is a function of distance of ferroﬂuid particle from the outer cylinder. This state of motion is called Couette ﬂow. If the relative velocity of inner cylinder is increased, at a critical stage the Couette ﬂow loses stability and vortices are obtained. Beautiful patterns develop in such a ﬂow, which have attracted many experimentalists and theoreticians to investigate Corresponding author.
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the ﬂow [1–4]. Chandrasekhar [2] has described the linear problem for ordinary ﬂuids as well as for electrically conducting ﬂuids in the presence of magnetic ﬁeld, for axisymmetric disturbance. He has expressed the instability in terms of the dimensionless Taylor number. The magnetic ﬂuid ﬂows [5–7] due to their wide use in industry are of much interest today. Magnetic ﬂuids or the ferroﬂuids are stable colloidal dispersions of ﬁnely divided ferromagnetic particles coated with a surfactant layer in an appropriate liquid carrier. Due to internal rotation of particles, the effective viscosity of ferroﬂuid increases in the presence of magnetic ﬁeld [8]. Ferroﬂuids are being used in many applications such as for sealing the rotating shafts in engineering. They are widely used as lubricants in machines and in making ink of printers. Ferroﬂuids have also
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their applications in biomedical sciences. Started with the work of Vislovich et al. [9], the study of Taylor–Couette ﬂow in magnetic ﬂuids has now gained attention [10–13]. Vislovich et al. [9] have solved the problem linearly under small gap approximations. Niklas et al. [10] have discussed the effect of superposition of magnetic ﬁeld in axial and radial direction on the Taylor–Couette ﬂow of ferroﬂuid. They have discussed the problem in detail and assumed uniformity of the applied magnetic ﬁeld. They have expressed all information of speciﬁc properties of magnetic ﬂuid and the strength of magnetic ﬁeld in terms of single parameter S, the ratio of rotational viscosity to that of the shear viscosity. Odenbach and Gilly [12] observed experimentally the inﬂuence of azimuthal magnetic ﬁeld. They used the Couette ﬂow system to determine the rotational viscosity of the magnetic ﬂuid as a function of magnetic ﬁeld strength. Chang et al. [13] have investigated the problem of stability of magnetic ﬂuid ﬂow in Taylor–Couette system with axial magnetic ﬁeld. They have taken into consideration, both axisymmetric as well as nonaxisymmetric mode of perturbations. However, they have restricted their attention to the neglect of magnetic ﬁeld perturbations. In the present study, we have investigated the linear stability of Taylor–Couette ﬂow of viscous magnetic ﬂuid in the presence of magnetic ﬁeld applied in axial direction. In the earlier work done by various authors, the induced magnetic ﬁeld has been treated as either uniform, or constant in magnitude throughout the investigation. We have taken into consideration the magnetic ﬁeld perturbations in the gap between the cylinders and their effect on the ﬂow has been investigated. Present analysis includes the investigation of the ﬂow of the ﬂuid in a general gap as well as in a narrow gap between the cylinders. Throughout the analysis, it has been assumed that all perturbations are axisymmetric. The onset of instability has been observed to depend upon the nondimensional parameters, the magnetic ﬁeld parameter c; the radius ratio x of inner cylinder to that of outer one, the volume fraction j of ferromagnetic particles and the ratio m of angular speed of outer cylinder to the inner one.



In Section 2, the problem has been formulated with related boundary conditions and the stationary solution has been found in Section 2.1. In Section 2.2, perturbation equations have been given which are followed by linear normal mode analysis. The method of solution has been described in Section 2.3. A secular equation has been obtained in same section. Results have been given in Section 3.



2. Formulation of problem We consider the ﬂow of an incompressible and viscous, Newtonian ferroﬂuid in between two coaxial cylinders of radii r1 and r2 ; ðr1 or2 Þ rotating with uniform angular speeds O1 and O2 respectively. A constant magnetic ﬁeld h ¼ ð0; 0; h0 Þ is applied to the system along the axial direction of cylinders as a result of which ferroﬂuid tends to magnetize in direction of h with magnetization vector m, resulting in viscous dissipation. We use cylindrical polar coordinates r, y; z which denote the respective components in radial, angular and axial directions, respectively. Governing equations for this ﬂow consist of Navier– Stoke’s equation qu rp m þ u  ru ¼  þ nr2 u þ 0 m  rh qt r r m0 þ r  ðm  hÞ, 2r



ð1Þ



where p is the total pressure, r the density, n is the kinematic viscosity of ferroﬂuid and m0 is the magnetic permeability of free space. The velocity vector u satisﬁes the equation of continuity ru¼0



(2)



and magnetization m satisﬁes Shliomis’s [8] equation of magnetization qm þ u  rm ¼ 12ðr  uÞ  m  aðm  m0 Þ qt  b m  ðm  hÞ,



ð3Þ



where a ¼ kb T b =3ZV h is the inverse of Brownian time constant, b ¼ m0 =6jZ is the inverse of Stoke’s drag coefﬁcient, kb ; T b ; Z; V h are Boltzmann
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constant, absolute temperature, coefﬁcient of viscosity of ﬂuid and hydrodynamic volume of each ferrocolloid particle, respectively, j is the volume fraction of ferromagnetic particles and m0 is the equilibrium magnetization of ferroﬂuid which is related to the equilibrium magnetic ﬁeld h0 by Langevin formula m0 ¼ nmLðcÞ



h0 , j h0 j



(4)



where n is the number density of ferromagnetic particles and m is the magnetic moment of single ferromagnetic particle, LðcÞ ¼ Coth c  ð1=cÞ is the Langevin function, c ¼ m0 ðmh0 =kb T b Þ is the magnetic ﬁeld parameter. Basic magnetic ﬁeld equations are r  b ¼ 0,



(5)



r  h ¼ 0,



(6)



where b ¼ m0 ðm þ hÞ is the magnetic induction ﬁeld. Eqs. (1)–(3) and (5)–(6) satisfy the boundary conditions ur ¼ u y ¼ uz ¼ 0



at r ¼ r1 ; r2 .



(7)



Normal component of magnetic induction b is continuous across the boundaries: n^  ½b ¼ 0



at r ¼ r1 ; r2 ,



(8)



where n^ is unit normal to the curved surface of cylinders, [b] is the difference of magnetic induction on both sides of each boundary. Tangential component of magnetic ﬁeld h is continuous at boundaries: n^  ½h ¼ 0



at r ¼ r1 ; r2 .



(9)



55



V ðr1 Þ ¼ r1 O1 ; V ðr2 Þ ¼ r2 O2 such that O1 ðm  x2 Þ r21 O1 ð1  mÞ ; B ¼ 1  x2 1  x2 r1 O2 where x ¼ ; m ¼ . r2 O1 A¼



2.2. Perturbation equations We consider inﬁnitesimal perturbations to the stationary solution (10) such that, u ¼ ður ; uy þ V ðrÞ; uz Þ;



h ¼ ðhr ; hy ; hz þ h0 Þ,



m ¼ ðmr ; my ; mz þ m0 Þ.



ð11Þ



Let R ¼ r2  r1 be the gap between the two cylinders. We use R as the characteristic length, R2 =n as the characteristic time, n=R as the 2 2 characteristic speed, ﬃ rn =R as characteristic prespﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ sure, n=R 2r=m0 as characteristic magnetic ﬁeld and characteristic magnetization. Using these characteristic scales, we nondimensionalize the system of Eqs. (1)–(6). Substitute (11) in the nondimensionalized system so obtained and consider its linearization. During this process we get the Taylor number T ¼ 4AO1 R4 =n2 as the dimensionless parameter. The solution for linearized system in form of normal modes is ur ¼ u^ r ðrÞeot cos kz; uz ¼ uz ðrÞeot sin kz, hr ¼ h^r ðrÞeot sin kz;



uy ¼ u^ y ðrÞeot cos kz, hy ¼ h^y ðrÞeot sin kz,



hz ¼ h^z ðrÞeot cos kz, ^ r ðrÞeot sin kz; my ¼ m ^ y ðrÞeot sin kz, mr ¼ m ot ^ z ðrÞe cos kz, mz ¼ m ot ^ p ¼ pðrÞe cos kz,



ð12Þ



2.1. Basic state



using this in linearized system and eliminating p, hz and uz ; we get following equations:



System of Eqs. (1)–(3) and (5)–(6) admits a stationary solution of the form



^ z ¼ 0; m



u ¼ ð0; V ðrÞ; 0Þ;



ðDD  k2  oÞðDD  k2 Þu^ r



m ¼ ð0; 0; m0 Þ,



h ¼ ð0; 0; h0 Þ, ð10Þ



where V ðrÞ ¼ Ar þ B=r and the constants A and B have been determined from boundary conditions



¼



h^y ¼ 0,



2R2 k2 OðrÞ ^r u^ y þ Hk3 h0 m n þ Hkðm0 þ h0 ÞðDD  k2 Þh^r ,



(13)



ð14Þ
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2AR2 ^ y, (15) u^ r  Hkh0 m n   2R2 k no 2 ^r þ a þ bm0 h0 m ðDD  k Þu^ r ¼ Hnm0 R2 R2 k ^y þ rDOðrÞm Hnm0 2R2 kbm0 ^ hr ,  ð16Þ Hn



ðDD  k2  oÞu^ y ¼



u^ y ¼



R2 ^r rDOðrÞm Hnm0 k   2R2 no ^ y,  þ a þ bm0 h0 m Hnm0 k R2



^ r, ðDD  k2 Þh^r ¼ DD m



(24)



D G2 ¼ G3 ,



(25)



 Hm0 d1 f 2 dd1 Hnm0 g1 T þ D G3 ¼ k 2 4O1 R2  1 2  ð1 þ BA r Þ þ f1 P 3







þ kf2 W þ kf3 G þ kf4 G1   H 2 m20 dd1 g1 2 þ 1 G2 þ k f5  2 þ kf6 Q þ kf7 Y  kf8 Z,



ð17Þ (18)



ð26Þ



  H 2 m 0 h0 g 2AR2 W DQ ¼ k2 1 þ Pþ 2 n þ kHh0 ð1  dÞðg2 =g1 ÞG



where d d 1 D ; D þ , dr dr r rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ V ðrÞ R m0 and H ¼ OðrÞ ¼ . r n 2r



þ



at r ¼ r 1 ; r 2 ,



H 2 m0 h0 dg2 Y, 2



ð27Þ



D Y ¼ Z,



ð19Þ



(28)







nT ð1 þ BA1 r2 Þd1 2O1 R2   Hm0 d1 f 2 þ f1 þHðm0 þ h0 Þ P 2



DZ ¼ k2



The boundary conditions become u^ r ¼ D u^ r ¼ u^ y ¼ 0, ^ r ¼ D ðh^r þ m ^ rÞ ¼ 0 h^r þ m



DG1 ¼ k2 G þ G2 ,



þ Hðm0 þ h0 Þf2 W þ Hðm0 þ h0 Þf3 G



where r 1 ¼ r1 =R and r 2 ¼ r2 =R:



þ Hðm0 þ h0 Þf4 G1 þ kHfðm0 þ h0 Þf5 þ m0 dgG2



2.3. Solution System of Eqs. (14)–(18) along with boundary conditions (19) is a tenth-order system. Taking ^ r ¼ G; D P ¼ Q; D W ¼ u^ y ¼ P; u^ r ¼ W ; h^r þ m 2 X ; ðDD  k ÞW ¼ Y ; D ðDD  k2 ÞW ¼ Z; D G ¼ G1 ; ðDD  k2 ÞG ¼ G2 ; D ðDD  k2 ÞG ¼ ^ y from Eqs. (14)–(18) and G3 and eliminating m considering only the marginal state (o ¼ 0), we obtain the following system of ﬁrst-order differential equations: D P ¼ Q,



(20)



D W ¼ X ,



(21)



DX ¼ k2 W þ Y ,



(22)



D G ¼ G1 ,



(23)



þ Hðm0 þ h0 Þf6 Q þ fHðm0 þ h0 Þf7 þ k2 gY  Hðm0 þ h0 Þf8 Z, ð29Þ along with the boundary conditions, P ¼ W ¼ X ¼ G ¼ G1 ¼ 0 at r ¼ r 1 ; r 2 ,



(30) 



where the functions d; d1 ; f j ’s, gj ’s, fj ’s and g are given in appendix. This is a system of 10 ODEs along with 10 boundary conditions. For ordinary ﬂuids the system of equations is of sixth order [14]. Even for magnetic ﬂuids, Chang et al. [13] have obtained a system of six ﬁrst-order ordinary differential equations, neglecting magnetic ﬁeld perturbations. To solve the system of Eqs. (20)–(30) we follow Harris and Reid [14]. The ﬁve linearly independent solutions ðPj ; W j ; X j ; Gj ; G1j ; G2j ; G3j ; Qj ; Y j ; Zj Þ
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have been obtained by solving system (20)–(29) using fourth-order Runge–Kutta method with following initial conditions: ðPj ; W j ; X j ; G j ; G1j ; G2j ; G3j ; Qj ; Y j ; Z j Þr¼r 1 8 ð0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 1; 0; 0; 0; 0Þ for j ¼ 1; > > > > > > ð0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 1; 0; 0; 0Þ for j ¼ 2; > > < ¼ ð0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 1; 0; 0Þ for j ¼ 3; > > > > ð0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 1; 0Þ for j ¼ 4; > > > > : ð0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 1Þ for j ¼ 5;



ð31Þ



ðP; W ; X ; G; G1 ; G2 ; G3 ; Q; Y ; ZÞ 5 X



aj ðPj ; W j ; X j ; G j ; G1j ; G2j ; G3j ; Qj ; Y j ; Z j Þ



j¼1



the required solution must satisfy the remaining boundary conditions at r ¼ r 2 ; i.e. ðU; W ; X ; G; G1 Þ ¼



5 X



aj ðPj ; W j ; X j ; G j ; G1j Þ



j¼1



¼ ð0; 0; 0; 0; 0Þ at r ¼ r 2 .



2.4. The case of narrow gap When the gap R between the cylinders is small as compared to their mean radius we have, OðrÞ  O1 ð1  ð1  mÞðr  r 1 ÞÞ, ð1  mÞO1 B ð1  mÞO1 A ; .  r2 2ð1  xÞ 2ð1  xÞ



which are consistent with the boundary conditions required at r ¼ r 1 : Note that every other solution of system (20)–(29) satisfying the boundary conditions at r ¼ r 1 can be expressed as a linear combination of the ﬁve solutions thus obtained. So we have,



¼



57



ð32Þ



Thus for a nontrivial solution of aj ’s and hence for a nontrivial solution of ðU; W ; X ; G; G1 Þ; we must have the determinant, 



P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 







W



1 W2 W3 W4 W5 



X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 ¼ 0. (33) 







G G G G G



1 2 3 4 5 



G11 G12 G13 G14 G15 r¼r2



This is the required secular equation involving the unknowns: k, the axial wave number and T, the Taylor number and the parameters, c; j; m and x: Using (33) we calculate the critical Taylor number Tc and the critical wave number kc for ﬁxed values of the parameters c; j; m and x:



Let  ¼ ð1  mÞ; z ¼ r  r 1 such that D d=dz; DD ﬃ d2 =dz2 ; for r 1 prpr 2 ; we have 0pzp1: The system of Eqs. (20)–(29) reduces to, DP ¼ Q,



(34)



DW ¼ X ,



(35)



DX ¼ k2 W þ Y ,



(36)



DG ¼ G1 ,



(37)



DG1 ¼ k2 G þ G2 ,



(38)



DG2 ¼ G3 ,  3 nHdd1 m0 g1 T ð1 þ zÞ DG3 ¼ k 4AR2  þf1 P þ kf2 W þ kf3 G   H 2 m20 dd1 g1 þ 1 G2 þ k2 f5  2



(39)



þ kf7 Y  kf8 Z,



ð40Þ



  H 2 m 0 h0 g DQ ¼ k2 1 þ P 2 2AR2 W þ kHh0 ð1  dÞðg2 =g1 ÞG n H 2 m0 h0 dg2 Y, þ 2



þ



ð41Þ



DY ¼ Z, (42)   Tg ð1 þ zÞd þ Hðm þ h Þf DZ ¼ k2 1 0 0 1 P 2AR2 þ Hðm0 þ h0 Þf2 W þ Hðm0 þ h0 Þf3 G þ kHfðm0 þ h0 Þf5 þ m0 dgG2 þ fHðm0 þ h0 Þf7 þ k2 gY  Hðm0 þ h0 Þf8 Z,



ð43Þ
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with the boundary conditions, (44)



system (34)–(44) have been considered for the narrow gap approximations and it has been solved by using the same method described in Section 2.3.



3. Numerical results and discussion The physical properties [5–7] of a ferroﬂuid are characterized by its viscosity, density and saturation magnetization. The viscosity Z of ferroﬂuid is related to the viscosity Z0 of carrier liquid by   2:5j  2:7j2 Z ¼ Z0 exp , (45) 1  0:609j where j is the volume fraction of ferrocolloid particles. The density r of ferroﬂuid is related to the density rf of ferromagnetic material and that rs of carrier liquid by r ¼ jrf þ ð1  jÞrs .



Vf jM sf , Vs



3500 3250



ϕ = 0.2



3000 2750



(47)



where Vs and Vf are the volumes of each ferrocolloid particle and the ferromagnetic particle, respectively. For numerical purpose, we have considered a ferroﬂuid with carrier liquid as a diester and magnetite as ferromagnetic material. The saturation magnetization of magnetite is M sf ¼ 480  103 amp m1 : Magnetic moment of single magnetite particle is m ¯ ¼ 2:247  1019 amp m2 ; Brownian time constant for particle (magnetite) rotation in ﬂuid is a1 ¼ 9:51942  105 s at j ¼ 0:2 (particle size 13.9158 nm). We have calculated the critical wave number kc and the critical Taylor number T c and determined their variations with dimensionless parameters, c the magnetic ﬁeld parameter, x the radius ratio of inner cylinder to that of outer cylinder, m the angular speed ratio of outer to inner cylinder and j the volume fraction of ferromagnetic particles.



ϕ = 0.3



3750



(46)



The saturation magnetization Ms of ferrocolloid is related to that Msf of magnetic material by Ms ¼



4000



Tc



U ¼ W ¼ X ¼ G ¼ G1 ¼ 0 at z ¼ 0; 1



For ﬂuid under consideration, rf ¼ 5050 Kg m3 ; rs ¼ 755:5 Kg m3 ; Z0 ¼ 0:0591 N s m2 ; V f ¼ 4:6764  1025 m3 ; V s ¼ 1:411  1024 m3 ; V h ¼ 1:413  1024 m3 ; where Vh is the hydrodynamic volume of each ferroﬂuid particle [6]. For this range of parameters, Neel time b Brownian time ða1 Þ; therefore relaxation is determined by the dominant Brownian relaxation mechanism [5,6]. The appropriate step size used in solving the system of Eqs. (20)–(29) by Runge–Kutta method of fourth order is 0.04. Fig. 1a shows the variation of Tc with c at m ¼ 0:5 and x ¼ 0:95 for a set of three values of j: Plot shows that Tc increases initially with increasing c and then attains almost a constant value at high values of magnetic ﬁeld parameter. This can be explained on the basis that at high values of magnetic ﬁeld, the magnetization approaches to its saturation limit. Thus the increase of applied
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Fig. 1. (a) Variation of the critical Taylor number Tc with magnetic ﬁeld parameter for three different values of j at m ¼ 0:5 and x ¼ 0:95: (b) Variation of the critical wave number kc with magnetic ﬁeld parameter for three different values of j at m ¼ 0:5 and x ¼ 0:95:
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Table 1 R (gap in meters)



x (radius ratio)



ðc ¼ 0Þ



ðc ¼ 10Þ



ðc ¼ 100Þ



kc



Tc



kc



Tc



kc



Tc



0.55 0.65 0.75 0.85 0.95



0.001



3.134 3.126 3.122 3.119 3.118



2679.31 2547.21 2445.32 2365.43 2301.95



3.013 2.998 3.017 3.003 2.989



3765.1 3606 3386.2 3313.1 3262.34



2.994 2.986 2.984 2.98 2.977



3958.1 3768.1 3607.9 3495.8 3407.5



0.55 0.65 0.75 0.85 0.95



0.01



3.134 3.126 3.122 3.119 3.118



2679.31 2547.21 2445.32 2365.43 2301.95
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Fig. 2. (a) Variation of the critical Taylor number Tc with magnetic ﬁeld parameter c for two different values of m at j ¼ 0:2 and x ¼ 0:95: (b) Variation of the critical wave number kc with magnetic ﬁeld parameter c for two different values of m at j ¼ 0:2 and x ¼ 0:95:



magnetic ﬁeld to the ﬂow has a stabilizing effect. The three curves show that with increase of j the ﬂow is stabilized. This is due to the fact that ﬂuid magnetization increases with increase of the
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(b)



r1*
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Fig. 3. (a) Normalized radial velocity disturbance for r varying from r 1 to r 2 at ﬁxed values of j ¼ 0:20 and at c ¼ 10: (b) The normalized stream function F 1 ð/ ru^ r sinðkzÞÞ deﬁned by: ru^ r ¼ qz F 1 ; ru^ z ¼ qr F 1 ; drawn for 0pzp1:5 at j ¼ 0:20; m ¼ 0:5 and at c ¼ 10:
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volume fraction of ferromagnetic particles. Fig. 1b shows the corresponding variation of wave number kc with c: The effect of radius ratio x on the onset of instability can be realized from Table 1. The values in Table 1 show that the critical Taylor number increases with decrease of x there by showing that ﬂow gets stabilized. This increase of Tc is further appreciated by the increase of magnetic ﬁeld. When the cylinders are counterrotating, the parameter mo0: In Fig. 2a,b, Tc and kc have been drawn with c at j ¼ 0:2; respectively, two different values of m: It is clear from Fig. 2a that 0
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Tc decreases with increase of m; so it has destabilizing effect on Taylor–Couette instability. The critical wave number also decreases with increase of parameter m for m40: In Fig. 3a the normalized radial component of velocity perturbations has been drawn for two different values of m at c ¼ 10 and j ¼ 0:2: The point of maximum on the curve shifts towards right when the value m ¼ 0:5 is replaced by m ¼ þ0:5: The normalized stream function F 1 ð/ ru^ r sinðkzÞÞ deﬁned by: ru^ r ¼ qz F 1 ; ru^ z ¼ qr F 1 ; has been drawn at onset of the Taylor–Couette instability in Fig. 3b, at m ¼ 0:5; x ¼ 0:95 and c ¼ 10: The cell pattern has been drawn for 0pzp1.5. The normalized radial component of magnetic induction ﬁeld perturbations at onset of instability has been drawn in Fig. 4a for various values of c at m ¼ 0:5 and x ¼ 0:95: From Figs. 4a and 3a we observe that perturbations in magnetic induction in the gap between the rotating cylinders are oppositely oriented to the direction of ﬂow ﬁeld of the ﬂuid. We deﬁne a function F2, satisfying: rb^r ¼ qz F 2 ; rb^z ¼ qr F 2 ; in a manner similar to velocity stream function F1. Fig. 4b shows the normalized function F 2 ð/ rb^r cosðkzÞÞ; drawn for same range and values as in Fig. 3b. The cells in region for 0pzp0.75 and the cells in region for 0.75pzp1.5 in the ﬁgure are oppositely oriented. We have performed a similar set of calculations for a hydrocarbon based ferroﬂuid of magnetite
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Fig. 4. (a) Normalized radial component of perturbations in magnetic induction, r varying from r 1 to r 2 at ﬁxed values of j ¼ 0:20; at c ¼ 10 and x ¼ 0:95: (b) Normalized function F 2 ð/ rb^r cosðkzÞÞ deﬁned by: rb^r ¼ qz F 2 ; rb^z ¼ qr F 2 ; for r varying from r 1 to r 2 at x ¼ 0:95; j ¼ 0:20:
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Fig. 5. Variation of the critical Taylor number Tc with magnetic ﬁeld parameter c for two different ﬂuids: Fluid I, a diester based ferroﬂuid and Fluid II, a hydrocarbon based ferroﬂuid at x ¼ 0:95; m ¼ 0:5 and j ¼ 0:2:
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with rs ¼ 605:56 Kg m3 ; Z0 ¼ 0:0024 N s m2 at m ¼ 0:5; j ¼ 0:2: Fig. 5 shows the comparison of the variation of Tc with c for the two ﬂuids with different liquid carriers. The corresponding curves coincide for small and for large values of c: They differ a little for moderate values of c: Fig. 6 shows the comparison in the values of kc and Tc when the narrow gap approximations are made from the general gap case at x ¼ 0:95; m ¼ 0:5 and j ¼ 0:1: If magnetic ﬁeld perturbations are taken into consideration in the ﬂuid in gap between the cylinders, the values of Tc and kc obtained differ from values obtained in Ref. [13], when the 3400
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Fig. 6. Variation of Tc with magnetic ﬁeld parameter c at m ¼ 0:5 and j ¼ 0:1; x ¼ 0:95 for narrow gap approximation and when no approximations for the gap between cylinders are made.
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magnetic ﬁeld perturbations are neglected by appreciable amount for any nonzero moderate value of c: This difference increases as the applied magnetic ﬁeld is increased. For example (kc,Tc) ¼ (3.051, 4320) at c ¼ 10; x ¼ 0:95; at m ¼ 0 and j ¼ 0:2 as calculated by Chang et al. [13] for axisymmetric case when perturbations in magnetic ﬁeld in the gap between the cylinders are neglected, where as the corresponding values in present case are (kc,Tc) ¼ (2.967, 5126.4), (see Chang et al. [13], and Table 2 here).



4. Conclusion We have studied the stability of Taylor–Couette ﬂow of ferroﬂuids in the presence of magnetic ﬁeld with consideration of the effect of magnetic ﬁeld perturbations. The perturbations in magnetic ﬁeld in the gap between the cylinders cause the delay of the onset of the Taylor–Couette instability. The effect of magnetic ﬁeld on the ﬂow has been expressed in terms of the dimensionless parameters: c the magnetic ﬁeld parameter and j the volume fraction of the ferromagnetic particles. The values of critical Taylor number obtained here are higher than if the effect of magnetic ﬁeld perturbations in the gap between the cylinders is ignored as in Ref. [13]. The increase of magnetic parameter c has a stabilizing effect on the ﬂow.



Table 2 c (magnetic ﬁeld parameter)



0 0.5 1 2 4 6 8 10 20 30 40 50 100 1000



j ¼ 0:1; m ¼ 0:5



j ¼ 0:2; m ¼ 0:5



j ¼ 0:3; m ¼ 0:5



j ¼ 0:2; m ¼ 0



kc



Tc



kc



Tc



kc



Tc



kc



Tc



3.118 3114 3.105 3.085 3.065 3.057 3.052 3.05 3.046 3.045 3.044 3.044 3.043 3.042



2301.95 2328.4 2390.9 2520.4 2654.33 2709.8 2739.6 2758.3 2797.8 2811.8 2818.9 2823.28 2832 2840.1



3.118 3.111 3.095 3.056 3.016 3.001 2.994 2.989 2.982 2.98 2.979 2.978 2.977 2.977



2301.95 2363.59 2506.38 2788.59 3060.83 3168.73 3226.25 3262.34 3339.38 3366.9 3381.1 3389.7 3407.5 3423.88



3.118 3.11 3.085 3.026 2.968 2.948 2.938 2.933 2.924 2.921 2.92 2.92 2.919 2.918



2301.95 2407.55 2648.3 3107.6 3525 3682.3 3765.3 3817.1 3928 3968.1 3988.9 4001.6 4027.9 4052.4



3.127 3.114 3.081 3.018 2.974 2.967 2.966 2.967 2.973 2.977 2.979 2.98 2.983 2.986



3509.7 3627.8 3903.8 4442.1 4895.4 5033.7 5093.9 5126.4 5182 5197.3 5204.2 5208.1 5215.6 5221.5
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The volume fraction j has also a stabilizing effect on the ﬂow. With increase of j; the critical wave number decreases. The critical Taylor number increases with decrease of m for a ﬁxed value of magnetic ﬁeld. With decrease of radius ratio x for the cylinders the critical Taylor number increases, thus the ﬂow becomes stable. The study of Taylor–Couette ﬂow with nonaxisymmetric disturbance is in progress.
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